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The drawtube can easily be set to 2 mm. when focusing, and 
as the image is over 20 cm. from the objective in ali cases, the 
resulting error in intensity due to focusing is not greater than 
2 per cent. This corresponds to 1º C. in temperature, showing 
that an error of even 5 mm. in focusing the drawtube will not 
produce an appreciable error in temperature estimation. 

Often, in use, the distance of the instrument from the objects 
stu_died needs to be changed considerably, and in rapid work it 
is not always convenient to refocus; a change in this distance of a 
fourth of its value, i.e., from 120 cm. to 150 cm., will produce an 
apparent change in intensity of only 9 per cent, or about 5º C. 
in temperature. That these errors of focusing are so small 
when- interpreted into temperatures, showing that no unusual 
precautions are needed, is evidently of great convenience in the 
use of · the instrument. 

The nonrnonochromatism of the red glass in the eyepiece 
produces no considerable error in temperature measurement up 
to 1600º C., although if this glass is not very nearly monochro
matic the differences in hue in the two adjacent photometric 
fields - from the comparison lamp and other sources - are very 
troublesome, and the strain on the eye in matching them is con
siderable. For the best work at high temperatures a better glass 
than is usually furnished with the instrument must be used (see 
page 335). 

There remains to be considered the error introduced due to 
uncertainty in the knowledge of the coefficient of absorption of 
the absorbing glasses. If an observation ( N') is taken with 
and then one (N) without, an absorption glass, we have ' 

so that the accuracy in detennining k depends directly upon the 
precision of setting and reading the cat's-eye opening. Errors 
of over 5º at 1000º C. can hardly occur from this cause, although 
the determination of k is the most difficult and uncertain of ali 
the operations in optical pyrometry. 
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Modifications of the Le Chatelier Pyrometer. - For use in 
technical works ancl other places where there are sure to be strong 
drafts of air causing unsteadiness of the flame oí the oil compari
son ·1amp, the Le Chatelier pyrometer might be improved by 

- the substitution of an electric incandescent lamp oí low voltage 
(six) placed before a uniformly ground diffusing glass screen, 
which , illuminated by the incandescent lamp, becomes the con
stant-comparison source. The electric lamp may be mounted 
in a vertical arm which serves at the same time as a handle, and 
then the instrument becomes nearly as portable as an opera glass. 
The reliability.of such a methocl of producing a comparison light 
of invariable intensity will be discussed when describing the 
Wanner instrument. Other modifications will be discussecl under 

the F éry and Wanner optical pyrometers. 
The Shore Pyroscope. - Inthis instrument (Figs. n2, u2 A) the 

principie used is similar to that of the Le Chatelier optical 
pyrometer, the· parts being arranged in a slightly different man
ner. The temperature is read directly off a scale controlled by 
the diaphragm; the telescope is. movable about a horizontal axis, 
and the lenses are protected by easily removable cover glasses. 
In taking an observation, the diaphragm is turned until the 
object sighted upon and the flame, viewed by reflection, are of 

the same brightness. 
Féry Absorption Pyrometer. -This is similar to Le Chatelier's 

instrument, except that a pair oí absorbing-glass wedges P, p' 
replaces the iris diaphragm; ancl the 45º mirror G, with parallel 
faces. is silvered overa narrow vertical strip, giving a photometric 
field of form shown at ab, when looking at a hot crucible. The 
instrument also has a fixed angular aperture, so that no correction 
has to be made for focusing or for varying distance from furnace. 
The comparison light L plays the same role as in Le Chatelier's 
pyrometer, and the range of the instrument may be similarly 
extended by the use of auxiliary absorbing glasses A, A'. Féry 
has in addition made his instrument movable about a horizontal 

axis, which is a convenience in sighting. 
The calibration is equally simple. If x is the thickness of the 
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Fig. n2. Shore Pyroscope. 

wedges, read off on a scale, when the light from the comparison 
lamp and furnace is of the same brightness, then the relation 
between brightness I and thickness of wedge is 

where k is the coefficient of absorption of the glass of the wedges 
for the red light used and e is a constant. 
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Kerosene Lump 
R =ComJ)arison Reflector 

Fig. nz A. Shore Pyroscope, Section. 
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Fig. 1r3. Féry Absorption Pyrometer. 

a 

(l) 
b 

But by Wien's law III (p ) . age 251 , assummg it to apply here 
B ' 

l=A,-;¡; 

or combining these two equations we ~ave 
B 

whence 
c/z = ÁE-T 

' 
k -B x+C=~

T 

Thus it follows that the thickness of the w d . . 
portional to th b 

I 
e ge 1s mversely pro-

e a so ute temperature, so that the calibratíon 
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may be effected by finding the thickness of wedge for two tem
peratures only and plotting a straight line and constructing a 
table giving I and T respectively in terms of x. 

It is questionable if there is any gain in substituting the wedge 
for the cat's-eye in the desire to extend the range over which the 
instrument may be used without employing the auxiliary absorb
ing glasses, for thereby the sensibility is somewhat reduced, and, 
more important still, the wedge instrument cannot be used at 
such low temperatures as the original Le Chatelier form, nor is 
there any gain in sirnplicity of calibratíon and ease of manipula
tion. The shape of the photometric field, the use of an aperture 
of constant angle, and making the instrument movable about a 
horizontal axis, however, are improvements over the Le Chate
lier instrument; and the Féry instrument enjoys the further 
advantages that it may more conveniently be sighted on small 
objects, and fewer absorption glasses are needed. 

W anner Pyrometer. - W anner, making use of the polarizing 
principie discarded by Le Chatelier, has brought out a photom
eter pyrometer which is a modification, suited to temperature 

measurements, of Konig's spectrophotometer. 
The comparison light is a 6-volt incandescent lamp, illurninat

ing a glass matt surface; monochromatic red light is produced 
by means of a direct-vision spectroscope and screen cutting out 
ali but a narrow band in the red, and the photometric comparison 
is made by adjusting to equal brightness both halves of the 
photometric field by means of a polarizing arrangement. 

The slit S
1 

is illuminated by light from the comparison source, 
a small 4-volt electric lamp (Fig. rr5), not shown in the Fig. rr4, 
reaching S1 alter diffuse reflection from a right-angled prism 
placed before S1. Light from the object whose temperature is 
sought enters the slit S,. The two beams are rendered parallel 
by the lens L

1
, and each dispersed into a continuous spectrum 

by the direct-vision prism P. Each of these beams is next 
separated by a Rochon prism R into two beams, polarized in 
planes at right angles. Considering only the red light, there 
would now be four images formed by the lens L, and distributed 
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about the slit S,. In order to bring two red images oppositely 
polarized exactly before this slit, a bi-prism Bis interposed whose 

"r, angle is such as to effect this for two images 
only, at the same time increasing ilie number 
of images to eight. There is now in the field of 
view before ilie Nicol analyzer, A, two contigu
ous red fields composed of light oppositely 
polarized, the light of one coming from S1 alone, 
and of the other from S2 alone. Ali ilie other 
images are cut off from the slit S,. If ilie 
analyzer is at an angle of 45º with the plane of 
polarization of each beam, and if the illumina
tion of S1 and S2 is of the same brightness, ilie 

<I ~··-~ .. 

-~ eye wilI see a single red circular field of uniform 
] brightness. If one slit receives more light than 
!f ilie other, one-half of ilie field wilI brighten, and 
S the two may be brought to equality again by 
[ turning the anaJyzer carrying a graduated 
~ scale, which may be calibrated in terms of 

1 temperature. 

If ilie analyzer is tumed through an angle q, 
~ to bring ilie two halves of ilie field to the same 

.ao brightness, ilie relation between the two inten
r-. sities from S1 and S, is 

!Je = tan' q,. I, 

Calibration. - Since monochromatic light is 
used, and the comparison beam and iliat from 
ilie object exarnined undergo ilie same optical 
changes, Wien's law III may form the basis of 
ilie calibration. 

'" • As constructed and generally used, ilie 45º 
w position of the analyzer when setting on the 

standard corresponds most conveniently to sorne intermediate 
arbitrarily chosen position on the graduated scale (Fig. ns) 
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. . " 1 point" . Thi reference pos1tion or norma . 
of tbe mstrument. s . ili . trument must be ad¡usted, 
is the scale reading to whi: : 1:e comparison Iamp or its 
by varying the current t oug_ hting upon the standard amyl
distance from ilie slit S1, ."'.hen s1fg th flame and pyrometer are 

fla The pos1tions o e . t b 
acetate me. . ) The flame he1ght mus e 
fixed mechanically (see F1g. IIS h uld burn sorne ten minutes 
carefully adjusted and the lamp s o 

before standardizing. 

F. 5 Wanner Pyrometer. tg. II . 

. . f li ht from the standard amyl-acetate 
If I O is the mtensity O g . 1 nt temperature absolute, 

Iamp To the corresponding eqmvha e I of the instrument for 
' di . degrees on t e sea e 

and 4>o tbe rea . ng,~ d I T and q, are the intensity, appar_ent 
the "normal pomt, an 'W: s when sighting upon the ob¡ect 
temperature, and scale rea g 

· ught we have whose tempera ture is so ' 

I O tan' 4>o • • • • (a) - =~ ~, 
I tan' 4> 

. b ·¡ rmly graduated and the optical 
assuming the mcle to e uru_ o' I III (page 251) gives us 
parts in adjustment. Also W1en s aw 

[ 0 _ c2 log, (.!. _ 2-). . . . . . (b) 
Iogwy- , T To 
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Since the constant e, - 1 as th . . - 4,Soo for a black body and X _ 6 6 
e mstrument IS usuall - º· 5 µ 

apparent black-body t y constructed, a knowledge of the 
emperature of th d 

gether with the readin f e stan ard source, to-
when I = I o for such g o. the analyzer scale at the normal point 
. ' an mstrument · ¡¡ th 
Jts calibration as any t ' is ª e data required for 

' emperature ma th b 
means of equations (a) and (b) . Y en e calculated by 
The apparent temperature T of ~~ terms of the scale readings. 
as 1673º abs. or 1400º C T~ . e amyl acetate may be taken 
be empirically calibrated.. t s mstrument may also, of course 

m erms of the din ' 
couple, using a black bod t . h rea gs of a thermo-

The actual computatioyn ºm· s1gl t dup~n (see p. 241). 
• vo ve m a J'b • . 

snnple and is readil d . ca 
I 

rat10n 1s very 
' Y one graphicall · 

that suggested for the Le Ch t li y m a manner similar to 
• a e er optical 

equat10ns (a) and (b) b pyrometer. From 
a ove we have 

log tan</>= a+ b ,_! T' . · · · · . (e) 

so that if log tan </> is plotted in terms of .!. h . lin T' we ave a straight 

e of which b is the tangent -and a th . 
axis. If a and b are kn f e mtercept on the log tan </> 
single calibration tempeownt oruffithe type of pyrometer used a 
. raures ces th. ' 

tions of T and </> are requir d t ' 
0 

eTW1se two observa-
however, to take severa! ; o completely solve (e). It is safer 

emperatures and dra th li , 
representing the observati' . w e ne best ons according to ( ) A 
curve of <1>vst (=T-

2 
) e· table ora 

cal use. 73 may then be constructed for practi-

It is evidently necessary to be able to 1 
the standard intensity lo. Now a :"ays reproduce exactly 
lamp will vary with th , the bnghtness of an electric 

e current through 't • . 
check frequently the co t . 

1 
, so 1t is necessary to 

• ns ancy of Illumination f th li 
agamst a standard source of iioht 

O 
e s t S

1 

ground-glass diffusing b • The amyl-acetate lamp and 
screen are placed b f th . 

reproducing the standard light . d e ore e slit S,, thus 

t th 
reqmre The anal · 

se at e previously detenni d · yzer IS then 
f th ne normal point a d th di 

o e electric lamp from S d. d n e stance 
i a Juste or the current through the 
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]amp changed by a rheostat, until the two fields appear of the 

same brightness. 
In the latest form of this instrument the details of its 

mechanical construction have been improved, and it has been 
made direct-reading by providing a second scale on the instru
ment graduated in temperatures, corresponding, of course, to 
a definite normal point and for a source approximating a black 

body. 
The amyl-acetate standardizing lamp may be eliminated 

wholly or in part in the use and calibration of the Wanner pyrom
eter. If the electric comparison lamp be fixed in position, the 
reading of the instrument sighted on a black body at a single 
temperature, as the gold point (adjusting the scale to a conven
iently located "normal point "), or better, at a series of known 
temperatures, may be taken, for a definite current through the 
comparison lamp. If this same current is always maintained in 
the use of the instrument, this calibration will hoid as long as 
the lamp <loes not change nor the optical parts of instrnment 
become deranged. This ]ast method of use is preferable in exact 
work where calibrating apparatus is available. The normal 
point, however, may still be that given by the amyl acetate if so 
desired. Or, the amyl-acetate standard with its corresponding 
normal point may be retained, but used only occasionally for 
checking and adjusting the constancy of the pyrometer, whos~ 
uniforrnity of indications is maintained in the meantime by 
keeping the current constant in the comparison lamp when tak
ing measurements, and keeping the comparison lamp in a fixed 

position. 
According to Nernst and Wartenberg, it may also be necessary 

to correct the circle readings by a constant fraction; thus they 

found that for a certain Wanner instrument the ratio tan'</>, tan'.¡,,,' 

taken over the scale by means of a sector disk, was not constant, 

but that the expression tan: m</>, was constant, where m is nearly 
tan m.¡,,, 

unity. 


